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Abstract: Although mathematics and physics are separate sciences, they have always been 

connected throughout history. Mathematical tools provide a better understanding of physics. 

This can also be seen in practice because those students who do well in mathematics like to 

study physics as well. However, today's school curricula in mathematics and physics are not 

harmonized, so there are certain problems in teaching physics. Physics teachers claim that 

they must first teach students certain mathematical concepts that they need to understand 

physics. Physics teachers often claim that their students do not understand physics as a result 

of mathematical knowledge deficiency, and that mathematical knowledge guarantees a 

successful learning of physics (Pietrocola, 2008). Although mathematics is the “language” of 

physics, it still fails to coincide with the one used in mathematics teaching (Redish, 2006). 

Through our research we wanted to see how the situation is in our schools in the application 

of knowledge of mathematics in physics. For this purpose, we selected four tasks in 

mathematics and four tasks in physics, where the above tasks in mathematics are applied. The 

results of the research show that most of our students are not trained in the application of 

mathematical knowledge, and in addition, the acquired knowledge is not permanent. 

 

Key words: mathematics, physics, mathematical expressions, physics concept  
Introduction 
 
Mathematics and  natural and social sciences are closely connected; mathematics is the key 

and language of science. Mathematics is used to solve problems in physics from elementary to 

high school and a tool for developing theory in physics (Doran, page 220, 2017). Mathematics 

provides the tools by which quantitative relationships in science subject can be represented, 

modelled, calculated and predicted (Tursucu, 2017). As part of coherent mathematics 
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education (CME), United States´ NCTM (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics) 

(2000) states that students should be able to transfer mathematics in different contexts outside 

mathematics. However, research has shown that students encounter mathematical difficulties 

in science subjects, implying a lack of transfer between these subjects (Cui, 2006; Karakok, 

2009; Roorda, Goedhart & Vos, 2014). Knowledge of mathematics is one of essential skills 

for solving problems both in natural and social sciences. However, the experience shows that 

mathematics is an unrecognizable dialect (a set of incoherent letters without meaning) of 

physics and other branches of natural and social sciences, which results in a large number of 

unbridgeable obstacles for students, but for their teachers too. In our research we point out 

some typical examples of unintelligible “dialect” between mathematics and physics.  

Physics teachers naively believe that practicing a lot in mathematics class contribute to better 

transfer in physics. They neglect conceptual understanding in the underlying mathematics in 

physics problems (Tursucu, 2019). Physics without mathematics would be a popular science 

but it should be borne in mind that for the successful teaching and learning  physics it is 

necessary to know the basic physical concepts. 

One of focal mathematical topics in physics  is the study of physical laws and functions. This 

study requires students to recognize and describe laws, and to create a mathematical model in 

order to foresee the behavior of a real effect shown by the observed law. This process requires 

practice and experience. A comprehensive range of events of lawful and chaotic behavior 

makes studying laws and functions important. In the lower grades of elementary school, 

pupils adopt work with laws informally. When studying diagrams, tables with data, 

terms/formulas, and equations, pupils interpret representations of the same situations in 

different ways. Thus, informally, they develop an understanding that functions consist of 

variables whose connections are changeable – a change of one variable causes a change of 

another one. But the real problems start when it comes to recognizing and applying it within 

some other environment. It is well-known that knowledge of a subject could be divided to 

factual, conceptual and procedural knowledge. Factual knowledge is the most basic form of 

knowledge and also the kind of knowledge that is the easiest for students to acquire. Within 

traditional teaching, the students’ knowledge often comes down to factual knowledge. 

Procedural knowledge is conversance with task solving procedures, and conceptual 

knowledge is conversance with terms, ideas and concepts. For successful mastering of 

mathematical content, it is equally important both to understand concepts and to master 

algorithmic procedures. İşleyen, T., & Işık, A. (2003) described procedural knowledge as 
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knowing procedures, rules and algorithms required to solve mathematical problems. This 

description portrays this knowledge as mechanical, as it does not include conceptual 

understanding ( Zuya, 2017).  The conceptual knowledge in mathematics or physics refers 

to understanding relationships among the concepts, definitions and rules, and being able to 

give satisfactory or justifiable explanations about them (İşleyen & Işık, 2003). 

Physics has its own characteristic language which we will show by some examples. That the 

language of mathematics is not identical with the language of physics we see in the simplest 

mathematical expression: 𝑐𝑐 = 𝑎𝑎
𝑏𝑏
. For a mathematician, it is a relationship of two magnitudes. 

In physics, the same expression can have so many different meanings and the student must 

know that the formula contains real content that has been determined experimentally. We can 

give some examples: 𝑣𝑣 = 𝑠𝑠
𝑡𝑡
, �⃗�𝑎 = �⃗�𝐹

𝑚𝑚
 , 𝐼𝐼 = 𝑞𝑞

𝑡𝑡
,𝑅𝑅 = 𝑈𝑈

𝐼𝐼
 etc. Each of these expressions represents the 

relationship of the two quantities but the size on the left depends differently on the sizes on 

the right. For example, the acceleration of a body depends on the mass of the body, while in 

the latter expression, for example, the resistance does not depend on current or voltage, but on 

the characteristic of the consumer. Another interesting example is the mathematical 

expression for centripetal force: 𝐹𝐹 = 𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣2

𝑟𝑟
. It is a force under the action of which a body of 

mass m orbits at velocity v if the radius of the circular path is r and is exactly equal to the 

value 𝐹𝐹 = 𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣2

𝑟𝑟
. But the expression for centripetal force can be written in form: 𝐹𝐹 = 4𝜋𝜋2𝑓𝑓2𝑟𝑟. 

For a mathematician, this is nonsense: 𝐹𝐹~ 1
𝑟𝑟
 and 𝐹𝐹~𝑟𝑟. By analyzing the physical content of 

the above expressions, the student will conclude in the physics class that both expressions are 

correct: The force is inversely proportional to the radius if v is constant and proportional to 

the radius if frequency f is constant. In physics, we don't just count on math, we "give 

meaning" 

to every symbol and every expression. In physics, we link our equations to physical systems, 

and this adds information how to interpret them. Our symbols carry extra information not 

present in the mathematical structure of the equation. As a result, our processing of equations 

in physics has additional levels and may be more complex than the processing of similar 

equations in a math class (Tomasz, Dębowska, 2015). 
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Background 

 

Mathematics is often studied as a pure science, which is wrong. Teaching mathematics should 

be continually linked to specific examples from nature or in some fields of science. 

Mathematics helps us understand the world - and we use the world to understand 

mathematics. Mathematics and physics are knowledge and science that have a close 

relationship (Gingras, 2001). This relationship is expressed as a two-way process: 

mathematics is a method used in physics and physics is one of materials used in mathematics 

(Tzanakis, n. d.). Students have problems with the acquiring of basic concepts in both 

mathematics and physics. Physics teachers often state that their students do not understand 

physics as a result of mathematical knowledge deficiency, and that mathematical knowledge 

guarantees a successful learning of physics (Pietrocola, 2008). While it is clear that learning 

physics requires mathematical knowledge, the exact dependence of physics education on 

mathematics should still be refined in order to guide teaching to effectively support students 

‘understanding of physics (Vanitsky, Galili, 2014). Mathematics and physics may apply the 

same constructs, each in different perspective. Looking at the same concept from different 

angles provides multiple approaches, meanings, and uses. Both mathematics and physics 

create a complex picture. Looking at the same concept from different points of view may 

encourage students to construct cultural knowledge ( Galili, 2012).  Mathematics and physics 

support each other and students who are good in math have an advantage in physics class. 

Also, those who like physics may improve their math performances reaching better 

understanding of mathematical concepts (Vinitsky-Pinskya, Galili, 2014). National Research 

Council (1996): Ideally, physics education is conducted based on the standards of the science 

education standards. This standard states that the learning process of science is planned and 

implemented in inquiry-based learning. Uhden and Pospiech (2009) explained that in the 

fundamental level mathematics explains the abstract forms and models, while physics tends to 

explain more about natural phenomena using mathematics concept and connection. Steiner 

(1977) stated that true physics follows mathematics notation (Retnawati et al, 2018). 

However, Redish and Bing (2009) explained that the mathematics symbols should be 

reinterpreted in order to follow the general requirements of physics. 

This is the importance of synchronizing inter-disciplinary curriculum contents that have been 

interrelated. This statement is supported by the results of a study by Aziz (1988) which found 

that students who attend the integrated learning process between mathematics and physics 
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have better abilities in combining, implementing, analyzing, and synthesizing categories. If 

the contents are not synchronized, then there will be many problems that may occur 

(Retnawati, 2018). 

 In the 1980s, it was revealed that pupils had certain ideas about many physical concepts and 

conceptual relations about physical phenomena that mostly did not correspond to the correct 

physical ideas (Driver, 1973). These wrong intuitive ideas are spontaneously developed by all 

pupils regardless of their background, upbringing or previous education, and they present a 

serious obstacle to learning physics (Brkić et al, 2018).  The research concerning intuitive 

ideas had no effect on the teaching until the work of R. Driver and L. Viennot in the 1980s 

(Driver, 1973; Viennot, 1979). Thereafter, there was a whole series of the investigations of 

wrong ideas which were called misconceptions. Traditional forms of teaching ignore the 

existence of misconceptions; they deal with the ready-made knowledge, trying to convey it to 

their pupils.  While it is clear that learning physics requires mathematical knowledge, the 

exact dependence of physics education on mathematics should be refined in order to ensure 

that teaching effectively supports students’ understanding of physics ( Vinitsky-Pinsky, Galili, 

2014).  One question arises quite naturally: How to integrate mathematics into physics 

teaching successfully? One of the problems of successful integration of mathematics into 

physics teaching is, among others, the manner future teachers are educated, as well as the 

problem of mastering teaching skills.  

Physicists employ numbers to quantify physical entities (“quantities”), whether variables or 

parameters, or constants. Ignoring the distinction between them, between physical and 

mathematical meanings makes the physical claims obscure (Vinitsky-Pinsky, Galili, 2014). 

Redish emphasizes that physicists “load” physical meaning into mathematical quantities and 

work with them avoiding rigor required in “math”. Blending physical meaning with 

mathematical symbols affects interpretation. Physicists may see equations as relations of 

entities, relationships between the results of measurements, not as calculation schemes 

(Vinitsky-Pinsky, Galili, 2014).  

Seeking numerical result, physicists keep variables and parameters as symbols rather than 

insert numbers right at the beginning. In this way, they reach the higher (Vinitsky-Pinsky, 

Galili 2013). To be able to apply mathematical abilities in physics teaching and learning, 

mastery of mathematical concepts becomes the main key. Some obstacles faced by students 

namely the lack of mastery of concepts in mathematics cause students less able to connect 
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between concepts to solve problems (Retnawati, Kartowagiran, Arlinwibowo 

&Sulistyaningsih, 2017; Sari & Wijaya, 2017). 

Mechanics is the cradle of misconception. One would expect that Newtonian mechanics 

would be one of relatively easy chapters of physics because of its structure and relation with 

phenomena that are close to everyday life. However, in practice the students have difficulties 

that are mainly qualitative and quantitative in understanding the meaning of the various laws 

(Stylos, 2008). “Physics is known as being an especially ‘fertile soil’ for students’ 

misconceptions. A huge edifice, which today we call physics, consists of various domains. The 

importance of mechanics is more than just being one of these domains. It determines the 

‘rules of the game’, defines the main tools in physics, and presents the most universal laws of 

nature. It actually describes the method of the discipline of physics which is then applied in 

all other domains in this discipline. This is why mechanics always opens any physics 

curriculum” (Galili, 1995). 

We examined the misconceptions of physics students regarding the concepts of force and 

velocity. Force and velocity are vector quantities, so the problems with the successful 

acquisition of these concepts are also related to the problems of acquiring the basic concepts 

of vectors in mathematics. 

 

Test analysis and discussion 

 

Knowledge of mathematics is one of essential skills needed for solving problems in physics, 

as well as in all other natural and social sciences. However, our research has shown that for 

most students mathematics is a group of incoherent signs without any meaning in physics 

teaching, and vice versa. Besides the insufficient transfer of knowledge between physics and 

mathematics, it has become obvious that students fail to understand basic physical concepts.  

Traditionally, transfer has been defined as “the ability to apply knowledge learned in one 

context to new contexts” or “the ability to extend what has been learned in one context to new 

contexts” (Mestre, 2005, p. 156). 

The scope of research includes the mathematics curriculum and the physics curriculum for 

high schools, as well as the difficulties and strategies of physics and mathematics teachers in 

conducting the teaching and learning processes of physics and mathematics that required 

mathematical concepts (Retnawati, Kartowagiran, Arlinwibowo &Sulistyaningsih, 2017). 
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The aim of our research was to determine the connection between basic mathematical 

knowledge and their application in the teaching of physics and understanding some basic 

physical concepts. 

In our analysis, we chose four tasks out of physics teaching material, four analogue 

mathematical tasks, which students tackled applying their mathematical knowledge. The first 

task was to determine the maximum height reached by an object thrown at a certain angle 

relative to the horizontal (oblique projectile). They were given the oblique projectile equation, 

and were supposed to recognize the quadratic equation which can be used to determine the 

function maximum on the basis of their mathematical knowledge. The second task was the 

law of radioactive decay where the value from the exponent should have been determined by 

logarithm. The third task was about the system of linear equations of two unknowns. They 

were supposed to solve this task both graphically and by computation. Within the fourth task, 

they were supposed to extract a required value from an equation. In addition to these 

mathematical tasks, the students got several questions in order to test possible misconceptions 

related to basic terms in physics: mass, velocity and force. Misconceptions are false ideas 

concerning basic physical terms which are difficult to recognize and remove within traditional 

teaching. 

 

The first three tasks were tackled by students of third and fourth grade of a general high 

school in the Herzegovina-Neretvian Canton. The fourth task was set to the students of fourth 

grade of the general high school. Conceptual questions were answered by first graders, high 

school graduates and the students at the end of the first year of undergraduate and graduate 

university study of physics.  

 

• Tasks with physical content 

 

Example 1 (Sample:127 students). The equation that describes motion of an object thrown at a 

certain angle relative to the   horizontal reads: 

 

𝑦𝑦 = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝑥𝑥 − (𝑡𝑡𝑥𝑥2)/2[𝑣𝑣0𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡]2 

 

What is the maximum height reached by the object at such motion? 
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Example 2 (Sample: 127 students). The law by which a radioactive element decays reads: 

 

𝑁𝑁 = 𝑁𝑁0 ∙ 𝑒𝑒−𝜆𝜆𝑡𝑡 

Determine the constant of radioactive decay 𝜆𝜆. 

 

Example 3 (Sample: 127 students). A place A is 400 km distant from a place B. A car starts 

from each place at the same time. The car from place A moves with average speed of 80 km/h, 

and the car from place B with the average speed of 100 km/h. Determine the point where the 

two cars meet both graphically and by algebraically. 

 

Example 4 (Sample: 227 students). By the formula transformation  ( )/z gU h e ν ν= − we 

obtain the frequency. 

    Circle the correct answer. 

 

       ( )a. / ( / )         b. /            c. /g z g gUz h e h e U eUz hν ν ν ν ν ν= − = − = +  

 

Table 1. Distribution of answers 

a. b. c. 

correct 

32 33 162 

14,10% 14,54% 71,37% 

 

• Tasks with mathematical content 

 

Example 1(Sample: 127 students). Determine maximum value of the function: 

 

𝑦𝑦 = −0.5𝑥𝑥 + 2𝑥𝑥2 

 

Example 2 (Sample: 127 students). Express variable x   from the algebraic expression: 

 

𝑦𝑦 = 3 ∙ 2−𝑥𝑥/2 
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Example 3 (Sample: 127 students). Graphically and co algebraically solve the system of 

equations: 

𝑦𝑦 = 80𝑥𝑥 

                                           

𝑦𝑦 = −100𝑥𝑥 + 400. 

 

 

Figure 1. Distribution of correct answers 

 

Figure 2. Distribution of correct answers 
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Example 4 (Sample: 219 students). By transforming the formula  ( )0
ay x x
b

= −         we get 

the expressions below. 

Circle the correct expression. 

          ( )

0

0

0

a. 
/

b. 

b. 

yx x
a b
ax y x
b
ybx x
a

= −

= +

= +

 

Table 2. Distribution of answers 

 

a. b. c. 

correct 

35 53 131 

15,98% 24,20% 59,82% 

 

 

Figure 3. Distribution of correct answers 

• Concept tests: 

Example 1 (Sample: 141 students). A material point is an object of negligible mass. 

Example 2 (Sample: 141 students). When two forces of the same amount  act in the opposite 

directions, the body shall remain at rest. 
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Example 3 (Sample: 141 students). When one force acts, the body can be at rest. 

Example 4. (Sample: 141 students). Under the action of a constant force, the body gains a 

constant velocity. 

 

 

Figure 4. Distribution of correct answers 

Teachers often apply mathematical methods, but they rarely discuss them with their students, 

which is very important, as besides algebraic methods being applied in physics (direction 

equation, quadratic equation, exponential equation ...), their application should also be 

discussed, so that students would be able to apply their mathematical knowledge in solving 

physical problems (equation of direction at steady motion in straight direction, quadratic 

equation at oblique projectile,…). Students who have poor mathematical comprehension (the 

vast majority) usually remember mathematical concepts, but are unable to recognize them if 

they are written in a form they are not accustomed to. The conclusion is that the possibility of 

applying knowledge “learned” in that way is missing. Traditional teaching, which is more or 

less based on formal knowledge without far-reaching application, has shown all its 

shortcomings in our research as well. 

 

Example 1: Quadratic function 

Second grade general high school students successfully master the determination of the 

extremes of the quadratic function because, by the curriculum, the quadratic function is 

covered in the second grade. 

Unfortunately, it turned out that their knowledge of the quadratic function is only formalistic 
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and temporary, because fourth grade high school students do not master this material at all. 

None of the students did the task with the physical text. 

 

Example 2: Exponential equation 

The second task dealt with exponential equations. It is interesting that students successfully 

solved this example from both mathematical and physical aspects. Again, the reason is freshly 

acquired knowledge in physics, because by the curriculum, the law of radioactive decay is 

taught in the fourth grade. 

 

Example 3: System of two linear equations with two unknowns. 

The system of two linear equations with two unknowns is first dealt with in the eighth grade 

of nine-year elementary education, and in the first grade of high school. The task was tackled 

by fourth grade high school students. The task with the mathematical text was solved by all 

the students, and graphically by one student. The task with the physical text was solved by 

25% of the students, and nobody solved it graphically. 

 

Example 4: Solving an equation by a given unknown. 

As we assumed, we got a higher percentage of correct answers in the task with physical 

content because students in physics classes are used to solving equations with more physical 

units. 

 

Conceptual questions. 

 

Regardless of the age of respondents, it was shown that both university and high school 

students have misconceptions related to mass, velocity and force. 

In our research, the importance of mathematics has been, as other scientists also believe, 

demonstrated as necessary for solving physical problems but mathematics is not the only 

problem. 

Wrong ideas or misconceptions cannot be detected and eradicated by traditional methods of 

work. Teachers have to fight against mechanical memorization of definitions, which is a 

common case in teaching. Wrong ideas can be detected and eliminated only by interactive 

methods of work. It is not the interaction that matters, but the type of questions the teacher 

asks the students. 
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Knowledge in physics is built on a series of conceptual stepping stones—the fundamental 

principles and laws of the universe—that allow exploration of a huge range of topics. Success 

in physics depends on a firm knowledge of these basics, and a flexible mind that can assess 

these rules and determine when and how to apply them to a given problem  

 (https://towardbrightspark.info). 

Whether you’re searching for a unified field theory or studying the basic dynamics of force 

and motion, taking a conceptual approach helps you break down your problem into a series of 

basic steps. Focus on the fundamentals, but keep the big picture in the back of your mind. 

Bringing together concepts into a unified understanding of the problem at hand makes finding 

a solution much easier (https://towardbrightspark.info).  

 

Conclusion 

Mathematics is traditionally associated with physics, and problems in teaching physics are 

largely related to unsatisfactory knowledge of mathematics or ignorance of the application of 

mathematics in physics. All teachers agreed that mathematics is a fundamental science that 

students should master before they start studying physics (Retnawati et al, 2018). Another 

problem is the physical delusions that traditional learning ignores. By discovering students' 

misconceptions, it was realized that in addition to knowledge of mathematics, students must 

build correct physical concepts. This is possible only within the framework of interactive 

methods of work that will enable directing the activities of students to the correct 

understanding of physical concepts. 

“Fundamental ideas play the most essential role in forming a physical theory. Books on 

physics are full of complicated mathematical formulas. But thought and ideas, not formulae, 

are the beginning of every physical theory. The ideas must later take the mathematical form of 

quantitative theory, to make possible the comparison with experiment” (Einstein, Infield, 

1938). 

Success in physics depends on a solid knowledge of basic concepts and the proper application 

of the mathematical tools. 
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